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What lives up to our heart? When our own attempts to put together the pieces of what has fallen apart over time appear fragile and limited, what will be enough to satisfy our great need for a change that truly lasts?

“Something unforeseen / is the only hope”: the unexpected, a radical newness that is not a product of our hands, of our thoughts. Something so new must happen that it marks our heart forever, more than just a tattoo on our skin.

Sören Kierkegaard establishes the criterion with which we can recognize this radical newness when it happens: “What really counts in life is that at some time one has seen something, felt something, which is so great, so matchless, that everything else is nothing by comparison, that even if he forgot everything he would never forget this.”

Has something like this ever happened to us?

When this newness happens, we can recognize it because it reawakens the hope in our heart, as a young poet writes: “Skillful hands / That draw out of the weeds / A heart / That had been dried up, forgotten.”

Only this radical newness can live up to our heart: a preference in front of which we cannot hide ourselves and can finally be ourselves, where all that is negative in us becomes positive. This preference is like saying to yourself: “You are precious in my eyes,” you, not anyone else; you, now, just like you are, not when you change, when you are different. What a difference from the way we normally think about loving and being loved, reducing love to possession, to a reciprocal enjoyment, that we leave behind afterward.

This preference is infinite; it does not stop in front of our failure and betrayal: in front of betrayal, He keeps loving you, even more, until the end, until He gives His life for you. This is what Jesus did for his friends: seeing their limits and their betrayal, he “loved them to the end”, which meant giving His life for them.

Beyond our preconceptions and common opinions, Christianity is originally the announcement of this infinite preference, the coming of this radical newness which is beyond our thoughts, as Father Giussani writes: “A radical newness that I’ll say again, describe again with the terms ‘unforeseen’ and ‘unforeseeable’: it’s something that wasn’t and then is; it was something that could not be, and is there. Something that could not be and is here. [...] Christianity is a presence within your daily life, a presence that [...] guarantees an unimaginable change, unimaginable.”

In front of the radical newness of this preference that has reached us, we do not have to be a believer already, we don’t need to pull back because we are not yet a believer.
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